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Abstract—Supported by the latest evolution of the 5G tech-
nologies, Augmented Reality (AR) & Virtual Reality (VR)
video streaming services are experiencing an unprecedented
growth. However, the transmission issues caused by hetero-
geneous access and dynamic traffic are still challenging 5G
communications. The Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF)’s
Multipath Transmission Control Protocol (MPTCP) can aggre-
gate bandwidth and balance traffic across multiple subflows in a
heterogeneous network environment. However, in order to sup-
port delivery of high quality 5G media services, researchers
should also address MPTCP’s inefficient data scheduling to het-
erogenous sub-paths, consideration of multiple criteria, including
energy consumption and its inconsistent behavior when employed
along with the Dynamic Adaptive Streaming over HTTP (DASH)
adaptive application layer protocol. To address these issues, we
propose a Q-Learning driven Energy-aware Data Scheduling
(QLE-DS) mechanism for MPTCP-based media services. QLE-
DS models the multipath scheduling as a Q-learning process and
employs a novel quantum clustering approach to discretize the
high dimensional continuous Q-table. An asynchronous frame-
work is designed to improve the learning efficiency of QLE-DS.
The simulation results show that QLE-DS performs better than
other MPTCP scheduling algorithms in terms of flow completion
time (FCT), retransmission rate, and energy consumption.

Index Terms—Q-learning, MPTCP, 5G media services, energy-
aware, data scheduling.

I. INTRODUCTION

THE LATEST developments of communication technolo-
gies and intelligent devices, have fueled a rapid evolu-

tion of 5G services including high quality video streaming.
According to a Cisco white paper, video will account for 82%
of the total Internet traffic in 2022 [1]. This includes high
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Fig. 1. Application scenario of bandwidth aggregation for real-time video
transmission (e.g., AR&VR video delivery) to multihomed devices in a 5G
heterogeneous wireless network environment.

quality 5G media services such as augmented reality (AR),
virtual reality (VR) and other types of video content. These
services require innovative network solutions for their distri-
bution on one hand [2], [3] and increased efficiency for the
battery-powered user devices on the other hand [4], [5] in order
to maintain a high and smooth viewer experience.

Nowadays, a communication equipment often has multiple
network interfaces [6]. In order to aggregate bandwidth and
balance traffic in a multi-channel heterogeneous network
environment, the Multipath Transmission Control Protocol
(MPTCP), proposed by IETF in RFC 8684 [7], enables cre-
ation of a connection with multiple data subflows via different
network interfaces (mmWave, Sub-6GHz, WiFi, etc.). By
transmitting data concurrently, the idle bandwidth of different
networks is aggregated which can improve the overall through-
put. Additionally, MPTCP also achieves increased robustness
as the sender can trade off the traffic among various subflows.

It is natural to see how MPTCP is increasingly being
employed for 5G media services in heterogeneous wireless
network environments. For instance, Fig. 1 illustrates how
data reaches a user from the server via a 5G heterogeneous
network environment over multiple paths. In such an environ-
ment, aggregating the video traffic transmitted over multiple
network interfaces can improve the overall user experiences.
However, the MPTCP scheduling algorithm has not been
improved [8] to support the needs of the high speed 5G
video application services. The standard MPTCP scheduling
algorithm FastRTT [9] transmits segments on subflows with
the smallest Round Trip Time (RTT) preferentially, which
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improves the utilization of the high-quality links, but also
makes the flow allocation unbalanced. From an energy con-
sumption perspective, the existence of oversaturated paths
may result in energy waste [10]. Additionally, there is also
increased use of the Dynamic Adaptive Streaming over HTTP
(DASH) protocol at application layer. The DASH video traffic
is adaptive, increasing and decreasing fast, while the traditional
MPTCP scheduling algorithm lacks responsiveness, making
the scheduling behavior inefficient. The problems faced by
the traditional MPTCP scheduling algorithm in the context of
5G media services can be summarized as follows.

1) Static Scheduling: Traditional MPTCP scheduling meth-
ods (e.g., FastRTT, Roundrobin) obey static schedul-
ing strategies and can not adjust scheduling to the
dynamic networks. Especially important is the DASH-
based adaptivity, affected by the heterogeneous network
environment and mobility of users.

2) Single Criterion in Decision Making: MPTCP allocates
the segments depending on a single goal. For exam-
ple, FastRTT’s scheduling decision depends on RTT
only, while other transmission factors such as congestion
window size and packet loss rate are not considered.

3) Energy Unawareness: Energy consumption is very
important, especially to the mobile users in a 5G hetero-
geneous network environment, but this is ignored by the
MPTCP’s scheduling algorithm. High energy consump-
tion will eventually result in battery depletion, affecting
the quality of user experience.

A key component of MPTCP is the scheduling control
algorithm, which decides the number of data packets to be
transmitted over each particular subflow. Researchers have put
much effort to address the problems associated with MPTCP
scheduling for distribution of 5G media services. For instance,
the authors of [11] proposed an energy-aware load balancing
method for MPTCP scheduling and those of [12] introduced a
low latency-focused scheduler. However, these researchers did
not focus on the performance of 5G media services, ignoring
the interaction between transport layer scheduling and appli-
cation layer scheduling. Thanks to the latest development of
artificial intelligence, some smart scheduling algorithms have
been proposed. In order to make efficient use of bandwidth,
Feng et al. [13] proposes a novel hybrid transmission mode
selection based on online reinforcement learning. At the same
time, some researchers also start trying to apply intelligent
algorithms to MPTCP scheduling [14] However, modifying
the scheduling algorithm to consider optimizing the energy
consumption was not attempted. This remains a challenge for
MPTCP, because energy consumption can not be easily mea-
sured and estimated. Actually, some scholars have focuses on
energy efficiency. In their view, frequent network selection is
associated with energy waste [15]. Unfortunately, the same
problem also exists in relation to MPTCP scheduling. The
negative impact includes packet loss, which due to the retrans-
missions results in an increase of the energy consumption of
video transmission.

In this paper, we propose a Q-Learning driven Energy-
aware Multipath Data Scheduling mechanism (QLE-
DS) for 5G media services. QLE-DS applies a Q-learning

model to multipath scheduling and can adaptively find the
optimal scheduling strategy based on comprehensive network-
perception and energy-saving. The contributions of this paper
can be summarized as follows.
• Model MPTCP data scheduling as a Q-learning process

based on accurate evaluation of multiple important trans-
mission factors for 5G media services: packet loss rate,
throughput and energy consumption.

• Design a state reduction algorithm based on quantum
clustering to discretize the high dimensional continuous
state space.

• Propose an asynchronous learning framework to reduce
the training costs and improve the solution training
efficiency.

• Test the proposed QLE-DS in different scenarios and
show that QLE-DS significantly outperforms alternative
scheduling algorithms.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II dis-
cusses related works. The overall framework of the proposed
mechanism is introduced in Section III. Section IV gives
a detailed description of the proposed QLEC model and
the overall QLE-DS algorithm is presented in Section V.
Section VI illustrates and analyses the results of our
simulation-based evaluation. Section VII presents the conclu-
sions of our work.

II. RELATED WORKS

This section presents diverse MPTCP-based solutions for
5G media transmissions and scheduling in multipath environ-
ments. Additionally, several effective optimization methods for
5G media services are also discussed.

A. MPTCP in 5G Heterogeneous Networks

Recently, 5G solutions are widely deployed for support-
ing communications involving high mobility nodes including
smartphones, vehicles and Unmanned Air Vehicles (UAVs).
In order to enable them to have good services, it is neces-
sary to employ heterogeneous network interfaces and protocols
(i.e., cellular, Wi-Fi, 802.11p, etc.) to meet access require-
ments. Various researchers have performed much research on
aggregating bandwidth across multiple interfaces. MPTCP is
gaining significant attention in academia as an useful approach.
Unfortunately, MPTCP can not alleviate the adverse effects
of using multiple heterogeneous transmission technologies at
the same time [12]. The problem of high packet loss rate
and high delay caused by network heterogeneity has not
been solved effectively yet. The impact of digital terrestrial
television (DTT) promotes the digital transformation of tele-
vision technology. Authors of [16] proposed a new method
of calculating DTT coverage prediction based on clustering
and a machine learning algorithm, which can achieve higher
prediction accuracy in heterogeneous networks.

The authors of [17] improved the MPTCP protocol for
URLLC scenario in 5G, and proposed a new URLLC-MPTCP
protocol, which integrates a stream coding strategy in the con-
gestion control algorithm to improve the delay unfriendliness
of traditional MPTCP. The authors of [18], introduced a new
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TABLE I
COMPARISONS BETWEEN THE PROPOSED QLE-DS AND THE EXISTING WORKS

MPTCP congestion control algorithm (CCA) named DEFT
which achieves high throughput and low end-to-end latency
in 5G networks. They found that reducing the length of the
buffer queue at the receiver can make the delay more stable.
Pokhrel and Choi [19] have developed a novel MPTCP algo-
rithm for the 5G Internet of vehicles, which employs FEC and
makes use of path diversity to enable reliable communication
over multiple parallel heterogeneous networks. Tang et al. [20]
explored employing deep reinforcement learning to adaptively
allocate path resources in the high mobility 5G heterogeneous
networks. Authors of [21] designed a transmission scheme
to provide reliable transmitting resource for the purpose of
resolving the problem of bandwidth consumption in transmis-
sion. For a traditional multimedia scenario, researchers of [22]
proposed a video transmission framework, which can avoid the
bandwidth starvation during the process of data transmission.
With the emphasis on fault-tolerant data transmission and data-
load-reduction processing, the authors of [23] proposed the
REDPF mechanism to enhance reliability of data transmission
and processing speed in heterogeneous networks.

The purpose of the above research is to improve the
performance of MPTCP in heterogeneous network environ-
ments. However, the researchers considered their work in
isolation, as they have not considered employment in con-
junction with the latest applications. In this paper, we focus
on solving the multi-path transmission scheduling problem for
AR and VR applications, while considering multiple factors
which affect the mobile network delivery systems.

B. Scheduling in Multipath Transmissions

The scheduling algorithm is an important component of the
MPTCP protocol. It determines on which path the applica-
tion layer data is sent during its delivery. However, as the
traditional scheduling method is simple and uses a single
performance factor in its decision making process (i.e., RTT),
it can not meet the performance requirements of complex
5G media services. It is necessary to design an enhanced
scheduling mechanism to minimize the influence caused by
path heterogeneity.

Many researchers have developed new MPTCP schedul-
ing schemes. Authors of [24] introduced a modular scheduler
called the Lowest RTT First (LRF) selection framework, which
allows MPTCP to select different paths for multiplexing data.
Authors of [25] identified the cause of scheduling inefficiency:

faster paths are under-utilized due to the idle periods and
proposed the Earliest Completion First (ECF), a novel MPTCP
path scheduler to improve the utilization of the fastest paths.
The work in [26] makes scheduling decisions according to
the time-varying network statistics over the millimeter wave
cloud radio access networks. In [27], a new MPTCP schedul-
ing method, the Dynamic Packet Scheduling and Adjusting
with Feedback (DPSAF) was proposed. DPSAF takes packet
loss rate and time offset into account when optimizing the
scheduling strategy. Researchers of [28] developed a novel
Deep Q-Learning (DQL)-based multipath packet scheduling
scheme using policy gradients and prioritized replay buffer
for the wireless networks. They provided a stability analy-
sis of the scheduling algorithm and related practical design
insights. We previously proposed a new game enhanced com-
pensation handoff scheme for high quality transmission service
based on multipath TCP [6], to solve transmission scheduling
in the Internet of vehicles. Authors of [12] found that the
MPTCP scheduler tends to overuse slower paths, resulting in
waste of time as the data transmitted on faster paths needs
to wait. The authors evaluate three most advanced schedulers
for MPTCP: Delay-Aware Packet Scheduler (DAPS), Out-of-
Order Transmission for In-Order Arrival Scheduler (OTIAS)
and ECF. Additionally, they summarize the scheduling prob-
lems caused by traffic asymmetry.

The multipath schemes described in the literature mainly
improve the media streaming transmission by performing more
efficient allocation of existing traffic on the available paths.
However, in AR, VR and other high quality video stream
transmission scenarios, the application layer changes dynami-
cally the stream bitrate in order to improve the user experience
(i.e., by using DASH). Unfortunately, this increasingly com-
mon feature is ignored by the transport layer protocol and puts
pressure on the transmission from both application layer and
network environment at the same time. As a result of this,
existing scheduling methods are not efficient in real world
deployments and there is a need for proposal of improved ones,
as is the solution proposed in this paper. Some classic schedul-
ing algorithms relevant to this work and their characteristics
are summarized in Table I.

C. Scheduling Optimization for Multimedia Services

Achieving both high speed and low energy consumption
when delivering multimedia services represents a challenge
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Fig. 2. QLE-DS in an AR/VR multipath transmission.

for the design of an optimum MPTCP scheduling algorithm.
Current RTT-based scheduling algorithms (e.g., FastRTT) do
not meet the high quality latest adaptive application require-
ments [29]. In heterogeneous network environments, sudden
bitrate adjustments determine packet loss, which increases the
energy consumption due to retransmissions. Several works
have tried to improve the energy transmission efficiency for
multimedia services. Khabbazian and Saffar [30] analyzed the
high energy consumption problem in a multi-hop wireless
network. They noted that there was a waste of energy in the
decoding process at the base station. Following their observa-
tion, the researchers designed a new packet receiving algorithm
based on energy accumulation according to the energy model
of IEEE 802.11. The algorithm reduces the time required
for the base station to decode data, thus reducing the energy
consumption.

Additionally, other works have tried to improve the quality
of the diverse media services, focusing mostly on the vidio
Yao et al. [31] proposed a novel multiview video stream adap-
tation strategy for interactive video playback which allows the
client to navigate among multiple viewpoints. Authors of [32]
proposed a price-based bandwidth allocation strategy for
DASH, which can effectively reduce the impact of rebuffering
on Quality of Experience (QoE). Spiteri et al. [33] formulated
a video bitrate adaptation process for ABR streaming as a util-
ity maximization problem and derived the Buffer Occupancy
based Lyapunov Algorithm (BOLA), an online control algo-
rithm that is provably near-optimal. Zhang et al. [34] analyzed
theoretically the influence of varying video chunk size on
streaming performance in wireless networks and the effect of
block size on video stream performance. Yadav and Ooi [35]
designed a rate adaptive algorithm to optimize the rate allo-
cation of VR video. The authors selected tiles requiring
high rate according to the viewer’s field of view (FOV).
Yaqoob and Muntean [36] proposed a novel solution for
adaptive omnidirectional video delivery based on an improved

accuracy user FOV prediction method. The authors of [37]
formulated a DASH enabling service optimization problem for
wireless networks, which was transformed into a queue sta-
bility problem that is highly tractable, scalable and general.
There is a promising 5G-xcast project in Europe [38], which
responded to the network environment dynamically and timely.

The researchers who made significant contributions to
scheduling optimization tried to improve the user experience
by controlling the flow rate or data block size at the level of
application. Unfortunately, at application layer the quality of
the transmission path can not be obtained directly, nor it can be
interfered with the transmission resource allocation. Therefore
more intelligent scheduling solutions should be considered and
this paper introduces a reinforcement learning algorithm for
scheduling optimization.

III. SYSTEM DESIGN AND ANALYTICAL FRAMEWORK

A. System Overview

Fig. 2 illustrates the system overview of the proposed solu-
tion, the Q-Learning driven Energy-aware Multipath Data
Scheduling scheme (QLE-DS). It shows an AR/VR video to
be transmitted, which is processed into frames and transmit-
ted between a Sender and Receiver via a 5G Heterogeneous
wireless network in which multiple paths exist. QLE-DS is
deployed at the transport layer.

1) Major Sender Components: The key components at the
sender side include the Service classifier, Critic and Data
allocator units. The service classifier labels the data to dis-
tinguish whether it is DASH data or not. Critic contains a
neural network, which is used to evaluate the transmission
quality of video rather than the quality of all services. The data
allocator is used to receive the feedback from the agent and
make scheduling decisions via the Q-table. The above three
key components creatively process the services separately.
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Following the DASH approach, the sender server encodes
videos at different bitrates, chops them in different fragments
and generates a media presentation description (MPD) file.
The MPD file records the video fragment information and for
each resource URLs. The service classifier module labels the
data according to the types of services and divides it into
video and other services, respectively. The data is used by
the Network Representation module, which collects a variety
of network-related information. This information informs the
decision of the Q-Learning with Energy Consumption (QLEC)
optimizer, which indicates how the data is allocated to different
paths by the scheduler. The scheduler gets online sugges-
tions from the Critic to modify its own algorithm, which
is iterative and based on interaction with the environment.
In the case of network environment changes (i.e., distin-
guish congestion losses from wireless losses), it can achieve
good performance. The scheduling algorithm which uses the
reinforcement learning method will be presented in Section IV.

2) Major Receiver Components: At the receiver side, the
data is aggregated from multiple paths into the receiving
buffer. A Packet filter is introduced to distinguish packets from
different paths according to the information in their MPTCP
packet header. The Packet filter allows the receiver to feed
back the energy consumption factor and RTT of each path
to the sender via packet header option in the ACK packets.
The newly designed Monitor calculates the changes in each
path’s status. Specifically, the monitor records for each path
SRTT (as defined in Eq. (1)) based on the packets’ time stamp
and completion rate according to the missing packets based on
their sequence numbers. This information will be provided to
the sender’s Network representation module. The end-to-end
feedback mechanism allows the sender server to learn about
the transmission efficiency (SRTT) and transmission quality
(completion rate) of each path. This information is used as
training data by the reinforcement learning algorithm.

The proposed solution takes energy minimization schedul-
ing decisions based on a 5G Heterogeneous Network
Transmission model, a Quantum clustering algorithm and an
Energy consumption model. For the sake of completeness
and integration within the system framework, these models
are briefly introduced in the following subsection. Table II
summarizes the basic notations used.

B. Model Description

1) 5G Heterogeneous Network Transmission Model: We
consider that the heterogeneous network is composed of a
series L = {1, . . . , l} of links with cl capacity. From the data
source server s to the user r, link is instantiated as path p,
which is used both to denote a path and the set of links l in
the path. Let P := {p|p ∈ L} be the collection of all paths. Let
matrix H ∈ {0, 1}|L|×|P| denote whether link l exists in path
p. H(l, p) = 1 if link l is in path p (denoted by l ∈ p), and 0
otherwise.

For each path, τp(t) represents its SRTT and t represents
the time slot. wp(t) represents the congestion control window
(cwnd) of path p, which defines the maximum number of pack-
ets that the path can support in a transmission round. Each path

TABLE II
THE BASIC NOTATIONS USED IN THIS PAPER

has a packet loss rate pl(t) at time slot t. Let qp(t) =∑
l∈p pl(t)

be the approximate congestion level on path p. In this article,
qp(t) is the packet loss rate of path p. We associate three state
variables (τp(t),wp(t), qp(t)) to each path p.

SRTT represents the transmission delay level of path p and
is defined as in Eq. (1):

SRTT(i+ 1) = α · SRTT(i)+ (1− α) · RTT(i) (1)

where i represents the transmission round and α is a coefficient
greater than 0 and less than 1. This SRTT formula is used to
solve the problem of outliers in the transmission process. At
the same time, we define the completion rate β·wp(t)

SRTT(i) , which
is used to represent the efficiency of path service flow. β is
the utilization of path p′s congestion window.

2) Quantum Clustering Model: The proposed QLE-DS
scheme includes a particular clustering algorithm needed for
preprocessing of data packets. The input of this cluster-
ing algorithm is a large amount of continuous information
related to data packets (e.g., RTT, cwnd and energy consump-
tion) which is transformed into discrete data by the proposed
Quantum clustering algorithm. The proposed algorithm makes
use of the principle behind the dynamic quantum clustering
(DQC) [39] to make the continuous environment inputs into
discrete entries, without the need to indicate the cluster′ cen-
ters before the start of the clustering process. It takes three
state variables as major characteristics of packets, and each
packet can be described via a three component vector and
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represents a point �xi in the three-dimensional Euclidean space.
In time, each packet corresponds to a Gaussian wave function
ψi(�x) = e−(�x−�xi)

2/2σ 2
. Next we construct the sum of all these

Gaussian functions.

ψ(�x) =
∑

i

e−(�x−�xi)
2/2σ 2

. (2)

Quantum clustering abstracts the information carried by data
packets into the vector �x. The formula from Eq. (2) is the
Gaussian wave function of the data packet. �xi represents the
vector for the i-th packet. σ is the standard deviation (some-
times called Gaussian RMS width), which controls the width
of the “wave” (set by ourselves). Quantum clustering has a
unique advantage. It does not need to specify the number of
clusters in advance. Different from the traditional clustering
method and inspired by the Schrodinger equation, Quantum
clustering regard the high-dimensional data as a wave. The
Schrodinger equation contains a potential function, which can
be analytically obtained from Eq. (3). We associate the mini-
mum of the potential function with the cluster center. Through
this method, we can determine the center of the cluster and
data can be associated to each cluster. The method has only
one variable parameter, that is, the scale σ of Gaussian kernel.
We apply this method to perform the dimensionality reduction
of packet high-dimensional data.

Hψ ≡
[

−σ
2

2
∇2 + V(�x)

]

ψ = E0ψ. (3)

The potential function V(�x) is inextricably linked with the
data point system. Equation (3) is an extension of the wave
function, which is used to solve the potential function. This can
be regarded as an alternative model to the traditional clustering
method, including the attraction to the cluster center and the
generation of noise, both of which are inferred or implemented
based on the given data packet info from Collector. The output
of clustering algorithm can be inputted into the reinforcement
learning model to act as the discrete state selection space for
the agent.

3) Energy Consumption Model: This research employs the
e-aware model developed in [41] to characterize the energy
consumption of mobile terminals. This model considers the
energy consumption of data temporary storage, data trans-
mission and tailing. The variable ep represents the energy
consumption intensity of the transmission path, which is
defined as the consumed energy for delivering the same
amount of data traffic (J/Kbps). tp represents the flow com-
pletion time, which refers to the time needed to complete the
transmission of all the content in the video service - the main
goal of the scheduler. ωp represents tail energy and refers to the
energy consumed by the network interface after a data trans-
mission. ωp depends on the tail energy, and represents the
energy consumption of the system when processing packets
and waiting in the queue. Segtotoal represents the total trans-
mission required in a video service. Assuming that the packet
loss rate qp tends to zero, we can roughly estimate the effec-
tive transmission speed of each path as xp(t) which can be
calculated by multiplying the number of transmission rounds

per unit time by the number of scheduled packets per round.

E =
∑

p∈P

(
λp · ep + tp · ωp

)

=
∑

p∈P

(
β · wp(t)

SRTTp(i)
· ep + tp · ωp

)

=
∑

p∈P

(
β · wp(t)

SRTTp
· ep + SRTTp ·

⌈
Segtotal

MSSp · xp(t)

⌉

· ωp

)

. (4)

The energy in Eq. (4) is divided into the energy consumed
during transmission and the tail energy consumed by network
equipment during transmission. The data collection interval of
the model is the time interval of two adjacent transmission
rounds. We use SRTT to represent this time interval, which is
defined in Eq. (1).

However, it is not enough to indicate the calculation method
of energy consumption for each round. We also define the
global objective function as follows:

min
∑

i

⎛

⎝γE + (1− η)max
{
Tp|p ∈ P

}− η
∑

p∈P

xp

⎞

⎠

s.t. ωp > 0, ep > 0, η ∈ (0, 1),
∑

p∈P

xp ≤
∑

p∈P

Cp (5)

where Cp represents the maximum transmission capacity of
each path p, and η is a coefficient we define, which represents
the congestion of the whole transmission process. We add it
to the objective function to make our algorithm more flexi-
ble and automatically select whether to pay more attention to
flow completion time or throughput according to the degree
of network congestion. η is described in more details in the
next section. As shown in Eq. (5), the optimization objective of
our algorithm considers three different dimensions at the same
time, and changes the strategy according to the constraints of
the environment to minimize the objective function.

IV. QLE-DS MODEL

The major components of the proposed QLE-DS model are:
agent, network state, action, critic and reward function. Agent
represents the scheduler, which acts according to the Q-table
obtained by reinforcement learning. The action here refers to
when and over which path the packets are scheduled to be
transmitted. Scheduling results will affect the network’s state.
The feedback brought by the state will determine the agent
to optimize the Q-table using a reward function. Critic is an
independent component and adjusts the update function of the
Q-table to match the scheduling of DASH video.

The goal of the proposed Q-learning method is to find a
set of actions to maximize the cumulative reward. To avoid
any additional delay triggered by the Q-learning model in
the actual network, we propose an asynchronous framework
for the purpose of separating the training and decision pro-
cess of Q-learning. The framework includes two stages: offline
training and online decision.

Offline Training: This stage aims to obtain a basic rule
table, which is the basis for the online decision. The rule
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table, named Q-table, represents the expected reward of each
executable action for all states and it filled by conducting pre-
training with the samples collected from the environment. This
stage employs three modules: collector, cluster and trainer, as
illustrated in Fig. 4. The complete description is provided in
Section V-B.

Online Decision: In this stage, with the help of the Q-table
acquired in the offline training stage, the system will execute
the action and schedule the segments to be transmitted over
the selected path. In addition, the system will continue to col-
lect the data to optimize the Q-table. This state involves two
modules: decision maker and optimizer. The process of this
stage are presented in Algorithm 2.

Next, we introduce the proposed MPTCP scheduling
method which extends the Q-learning with energy consump-
tion (QLEC) model. QLEC is a model composed of a series of
algorithms, which is a part of our proposed QLE-DS scheme.
Q-learning is a reinforcement learning approach which learns
a policy that maximizes the expected reward through train-
ing and feedback. In MPTCP, we will design a scheduler
with a Q-learning model to select the scheduling path to
improve network performance. We innovatively divide 5G
media business into video services and other services (e.g.,
position information, cookie and bullet screen comments). Our
QLEC optimizer can schedule other services traffic accord-
ing to the video traffic scheduling of application layer DASH
protocol. Specifically, it can balance the performance of
scheduling algorithm and reduce the energy consumption of
transmission.

A. Learning Goals for Q-learning

The goal of the MPTCP data scheduling is to select the
appropriate path for each packet delivery to improve the over-
all performance of the multipath transmission. The goals of
Q-learning in MPTCP scheduling is to choose the path that
improves overall media service user experience and reduce
energy consumption.

In this paper, the energy consumption of data transmission
is computed in two ways. First, the energy consumption E
is computed with Eq. (4), which represents the relationship
between the energy utilization of path p and the scheduling
action. According to Eq. (4), the energy consumption of data
transmission is mainly related to the transmission medium,
transmission efficiency and flow completion time. Two aspects
will be covered in the following paragraphs and two examples
are used to explain our optimization ideas.

The packet loss model proposed in [42] regards the deriva-
tive of packet loss rate L̇p of multiple paths as L̇p =
γp(xp − cp)

+
Lp

, where γp > 0 , γp is a positive gain factor,
and cp represents the capacity of the path p. By importing the
packet loss rate model and flow model formulas of [42] into
MATLAB, we get the curve between throughput and packet
loss rate in Fig. 3 (a). The change trend of packet loss rate
is shown in Fig. 3 (a), when the path capacity is 10Mbps,
50Mbps and 100Mbps, respectively (this packet loss occurs
only because the rate exceeds the transport capacity of the

Fig. 3. Energy consumption bottleneck of MPTCP.

path).

ẋp = xp

τp

(
Ip − Dr · qr

)
. (6)

From this point of view, we can find that when bad schedul-
ing occurs, the traffic size exceeds the capacity of the path,
and retransmission probability of packets increases. This will
increase the energy consumption according to Eq. (4).

Equation (6) presents the throughput of path p and uses
the parameter Lp as the number of packets transmitted since
the last packet loss. The energy consumption is calculated
using the model shown in Eq. (4), extending the e-aware
model proposed in [43], which calculates the consumed energy
following data transmission. It is assumed that a small num-
ber of retransmitted packets can be received, so we can get
xp = (1 + Lp)

wp
τp

. If the transmitted data Segtotal is small
enough, the following formula is obtained:

Tp =
⎧
⎨

⎩

Segtotal
MSSp·x̄p

+ SRTTP, if Lp = 0
Segtotal·(1+Lp)

MSSp·x̄p
+ 2 · SRTTP, if Lp �= 0.

(7)

Using Eq. (7), we simulated in MATLAB data transmission
using TCP and MPTCP over two paths set with delays of
10ms and 100ms, respectively. Fig. 3 (b) shows the results in
terms of transmission time. Due to the different delays, the
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data arriving first needs to wait for the data arriving later,
which affects the flexibility of MPTCP scheduling.

However, classic scheduler designers ignore the fact that
poor quality paths may not be suitable for early allocation of
data for transmission. This, despite the fact that differences
in path delays are very common in heterogeneous networks.
Fig. 3(b) shows how the performance of MPTCP in a hetero-
geneous network environment is weaker than that of TCP over
the better path. The proposed reinforcement learning method
can detect this situation and avoid it.

B. Q-learning Model With MPTCP

The proposed QLE-DS model based on reinforcement learn-
ing is illustrated in Fig. 2, as discussed in Section III. The
MPTCP server agent (a part of the scheduler) interacts with
the path environment and the receiving end user to collect the
state set S(t) = {s(t, p)}. It includes the delay, packet loss rate
and energy consumption of path p. The scheduler balances two
kinds of resources on multipath: 5G video service and other
services. The critic module uses the Long Short-Term Memory
(LSTM) network to monitor long-term changes in the trans-
mission quality of video services. This innovatively prevents
the double role of transport layer scheduling and application
layer DASH scheduling from leading to a sharp reduction in
the quality of service.

Network Representation: The network representation mod-
ule constructs a vector space to represent the network envi-
ronment of each path (s(t, p) as inputs). However, the het-
erogeneity of 5G network and the time-varying characteristics
of wireless channel quality make the network state of each
time slot t change. Dealing with a lot of state information of
multipath is a challenge. Therefore, we use quantum cluster-
ing algorithm as a network information filter to process the
information from the collector. After the continuous network
state is sampled by collector, it is classified into discrete
state space. In this way, some slight network changes and the
superposition of white noise, preventing over fitting of neural
network.

The state after clustering is described as Sc(t, p), the state
space is limited, and it is fed to the agent network for training.
At the same time, the scheduling action and video transmis-
sion effect obtained from agent network training are sent to
the critic network. Critic network has a unique state space.
Part of its input is the output of agent network. Its training
results are used to evaluate the impact of action on video
transmission quality in agent network. The results of rele-
vance feedback will affect the attenuation factor of agent
reinforcement learning.

Agent-Critic: The agent in Q-learning refers to an entity that
gives the environment a guide to achieve the desired goals. In
our proposed QLE-DS model, the agent is in charge of decid-
ing the appropriate subflow to schedule the data in multipath
transmission. Critic networks are designed to guide agent to
improve the service quality of video service. This dual network
design is to make the overall traffic scheduling adapt to the
network scheduling and make the video service obtain rela-
tively better network resources. As we know, DASH protocol

is a complete application layer protocol, which enables users to
request videos with different bit rates according to the network
environment. However, scheduling above the transport layer
will make it difficult for the transport layer scheduling to coop-
erate. If the agent is used to schedule the overall traffic only
according to the network environment, the decision result will
lag behind the change of video traffic.

Qt(s, a) = Qt−1(s, a)

+ λ ·
[

r + μ ·maxQt - 1
(
s′, a′

)− Qt−1(s, a)
a′

]

(8)

As shown in Eq. (8), Q-table is a table that includes
the expected reward of all executable actions for each
state. The main process of Q-learning is continuous optimizing
of the Q-table through training. The update function of value
in Q-table for each state and corresponding action is done
according to Eq. (8). In this equation, μ ∈ [0, 1). represents
the learning rate while λ represents the discount (or attenua-
tion) rate. Parameters s and a represent the current state and
action and parameters s′ and a′ represent the next state and
action. Updates at each stage are provided based on Eq. (9),
which is based on the temporal difference:

�t = Rt + μmax
a′

Q
(
s′, a′

)− Q(s, a). (9)

Motivated by the above analysis, based on the generalization
of Eq. (7) to the approximation setting:

g′ = g+ μ(λ · Qt(s, a))∇tQt(s, a) (10)

where Qg is a continuous function with return factor g. On
the other hand, g′ is the return factor of the next time slot,
as shown in Eq. (10). A gradient descent strategy is used to
solve the gain in the next moment.

In addition, the critic network is a fully connected LSTM
with two hidden layers, which are composed of 128 neurons.
Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) is a special Recurrent neu-
ral network (RNN), which can well predict time series. In
the dynamic network environment of data transmission, its
prediction is better than RNN network [44]. We use the cor-
rection linear function in the hidden layer and the hyperbolic
tangent function in the output layer. The critic and participant
networks used Adam optimizer for joint training, and we set
the learning rates to 0.001 and 0.01, respectively.

Action: Action is the behaviour that the agent chooses in
order to achieve the goal of maximizing the cumulative reward.
In our proposed model, we defined the action as the scheduling
result in MPTCP, which can be shown in Eq. (11). Parameter
sfi has only two possible values: 0 and 1, and represents the
scheduling result of i-th subflow. When the value of sfi equals
to 1, the agent choose i-th subflow to transmit the data. The
agent can only choose one subflow to schedule at any particu-
lar time, that is, only one element in action can have the value
of 1, while the other should be equal to 0. We express the
decision action of each round as a one-dimensional vector:

a = (sf0, . . . , sfm). (11)

State: Under normal conditions, the state in Q-learning can
be explained as the status of the environment at a specific
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Fig. 4. The asynchronous framework of proposed mechanism.

time. In reality, we can represent the state with some network
parameters to express the network condition. The state at time
slot t in our proposed model is represented with SRTT, as
defined in Eq. (1).

In order to improve the transmission efficiency and optimize
the energy consumption of user, we define three state indexes
to distinguish the advantages and disadvantages of states. As
Eq. (12) cl represents the congestion level of the subflow. We
used variable T to express the flow completion time of subflow.
The SRTT can be measured based on timestamp.

cl = bu

buffer
. (12)

The congestion level can be calculated according to
Eq. (12), in which bu is the size of receiver buffer in use
and buffer is the maximum size of the receiver buffer.

Reward: In reinforcement learning, the design of reward
impacts on the result of learning. Generally, the agent per-
forms a set of actions that maximize the accumulated reward.
In this model, we design the reward with throughput th, packet
loss pl and energy consumption e, which prompt improving the
throughput, reducing loss rate and declining the energy expend
in MPTCP. From formula Eq. (4), we can get the reward func-
tion of agent network. Energy consumption is an expression
of transmission efficiency. Bad scheduling results in both poor
energy consumption efficiency and low user experience. The
reward r can be computed with Eq. (13).

r =
∑

p∈P

η · xp − (1− η) · Tp − γ · Ep (13)

where η ∈ (0, 1) depends on the congestion level of the
network and is obtained by normalizing cl. γ is a coefficient
which ensures dimensional alignment in the formula.

C. Online Training

In this subsection, our proposed QLEC optimizer is intro-
duced. Fig. 4 illustrates the two major stages of the algorithm:
offline training and online decision making. From a global per-
spective, they operate on the same Q-table. The offline training
stage aims at building a basic Q-table to provide support for

Algorithm 1: Offline Training Algorithm for Agent

1 Input: The replay buffer
2 Output: A basic Q-table Q
3 Acquire the currentCluster of state using quantum

clustering algorithm;
4 repeat:
5 ω̄← abatch of samples from the replay buffer;
6 Cluster the state using currentCluster;
7 for each

(
s, a, r, s′

)
in ω̄ do

8 Calculate reward r = ∑

p∈P
η · xp− (1− η) ·Tp− γ ·Ep ;

9 Update Q value for each state and action using
Eq.(7);

10 if the replay buffer is empty then
11 Update return factor g;
12 break;

Algorithm 2: Online Decision Algorithm

1 Input: The basic Q-table
2 Output:

(
s, a, r, s′

)

3 for time do
4 if n < ε then
5 a=argmax(Q value);

6 else
7 Select action a randomly;

8 Apply action a;
9 Compute reward r and observe next state s′;

10 Save record
(
s, a, r, s′

)
into the replay buffer;

11 Classify the state s using the currentCluster;
12 Update Q-table;
13 s← s′;
14 Adjust the attenuation factor λ according to the critic

network training results;

the online decision stage. The offline training process is com-
pleted in advance and its results are compiled into the kernel
file. The online decision stage focuses on both making the
decision on what action will be performed and updating the
Q-table to help improve future decisions. This second stage is
performed during the transmission. Next, the QLEC optimizer
will be introduced.

Offline training in Algorithm 1 employs three modules:
Replay Buffer, cluster and trainer. First, the collector collects
data from the environment and stores them in the replay buffer
with the form (s, a, r, s′). The parameters represents state,
action, reward and next state respectively. Then the cluster sort
the continuous state space into different categories. Finally
training the samples and calculate a basic Q-table for next
stage. The details of each modules are described as follows.

In trainer, the agent collect data from the environment and
store in the replay buffer in the form of (s, a, r, s′). To keep
the agent away from making bad decisions because of the
reason that there is no prior knowledge at the beginning, QLEC
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Fig. 5. The simulation topology.

optimizer selects the existing FastRTT scheduling algorithm as
the initial scheme.

In our proposed QLEC model, we defined state s as a
formula represented with SRTT and congestion level, which
makes the state space S = {s1, . . . , sn} high dimensional con-
tinuous. In order to process high-dimensional data, we use
quantum clustering method, which can reduce the data to low-
dimensional and processable. In online decision, the agent
first determines the action, and then performs the action in
the network. Afterwards, update the Q-table according to the
feedback of the environment. This stage includes two mod-
ules: decision making module and optimizer module, which
will be introduced below.

1) Decision Making: At the beginning, the agent will ini-
tialize the Q-table the same as the basic Q-table that was
calculated in the offline training stage. In decision mak-
ing, we can observe the current state s and take action
with the ε-policy, which is a strategy to weaken the con-
tradiction in reinforcement learning between exploration
and exploitation. The model explores the system with
probability ε to take random action and with probability
ε to exploit the Q-table. After deciding the action, the
system schedules the data to the appropriate subflow.

2) Optimizer: The goal is to collect data from the environ-
ment and optimize the Q-table. After the steps described
above, we compute the reward r according to Eq. (6) and
next state s′ after performing the action. The records of
(s, a, r, s′) are saved and ready to be delivered to the
buffer. The Q-table will be updated using Eq. (11). The
algorithm of online decision is described in Algorithm 2.

V. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

This section describes the performance evaluation of the
proposed QLE-DS scheme. The evaluation involves simula-
tions in a two path heterogeneous network environment. The
assessment is performed in terms of energy consumption, flow
completion time and congestion level and the proposed QLE-
DS results are compared with those of other two state-of-art
algorithms.

A. Simulation Setup

Our performance testing uses models implemented in
the Network Simulator (NS-3) version 3.29, enhanced with
MPTCP implementation published by [46]. A two path topol-
ogy is considered between a server and a client, as illustrated
in Fig. 5. This is a typical scenario widely used in practice
when a mobile device has access to a cellular and a wireless

TABLE III
PARAMETERS SETTING OF SIMULATION

broadband network, respectively. In order to simulate a 5G het-
erogeneous network environment and reflect the performance
of different scheduling algorithms in such an environment, we
set sub-6ghz and WiFi as the two access paths, which have
great differences in bandwidth and delay. The details of the
simulation parameters are described in Table III. This is a
typical evaluation method, often used by other MPTCP-based
research works [45].

The performance of the proposed QLE-DS is compared with
that achieved when ECF and LRF are employed. These three
algorithms are used in turn for MPTCP transmission schedul-
ing. ECF assesses path state based on congestion window and
RTT, LRF employs a RTT-based scheduling strategy and our
proposed QLE-DS considers the path transmission completion
rate and energy consumption in scheduling decision making.

The major parameters of the QLE-DS model are set as
follows. The learning rate μ in Eq. (7) is set to 1, and
the initial value of the discount rate λ is set to 0.5. The
values of η and γ in Eq. (12) which relates throughput,
packet loss rate and energy consumption are set to 0.5 and 2,
respectively. LRF and ECF scheduling algorithms do not have
specific variable settings. Their models follow the algorithmic
descriptions from [24] and [25]. In addition to the schedul-
ing algorithms, the congestion control in the test environment
employs the Linked Increases Convergence Control Algorithm
(LIA), which is the default congestion control algorithm of
MPTCP in NS3 [46].

B. Performance Analysis

The performance of QLE-DS is compared with that of the
other two state-of-art algorithms in the two path heterogeneous
network environment in terms of three aspects. First we assess
throughput performance in a setup in which the video bit rate
varies based on DASH to test the adaptability of the different
scheduling algorithms. Second, the performance is evaluated
in terms of SRTT and data flow completion time. The results
reflect the effect of the trade off between the level of con-
sideration of energy efficiency and performance. Finally, the
energy consumption when employing the three algorithms is
assessed, respectively.
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Fig. 6. Throughput comparison of DASH services.

Fig. 7. The SRTT distribution comparison when using QLE-DS, ECF and LRF.

TABLE IV
FLOW COMPLETION TIME (FCT) OF THE THREE METHODS

1) Throughput Performance: Fig. 6(a) shows a comparison
of the time-varing throughput achieved by QLE-DS, ECF and
LRF over a 1600 second simulation time. The three curves
are the same at the starting point, but the curves of QLE-DS
and ECF rise faster. Finally, the convergence position of QLE-
DS is higher than those of ECF and LRF. We calculate the
average throughput of this experiment from the perspective of
subflow and draw Fig. 6(c). The average throughput values of
QLE-DS, ECF and LRF are 125.16 Mbps, 122.79 Mbps and
94.71 Mbps respectively. Compared with ECF and LRF, QLE-
DS records improvements of 1.9% and 32.2%. Fig. 6(b) shows
the CDF function, which also validates the superiority of QLE-
DS. According to the curve, QLE-DS has the best throughput
performance and can reach the highest convergence point. For
ECF, the curve in Fig. 6 (a) drops sharply twice, which is due
to the reset of congestion window caused by timeout, which
is not desirable. As shown in Fig 6(c), QLE-DS has more
balanced scheduling on the two paths, while LRF prefers the
better path, and ECF performance is in between the ones of
the other two solutions.

2) SRTT Performance and Flow Completion Time Analysis:
In the context of a large path delay difference in the het-
erogeneous network environment considered, Fig. 7 (a) and
Fig. 7 (b) show the SRTT change trend of the three algo-
rithms in the two paths, respectively. The average SRTT
values of QLE-DS, ECF and LRF in path 1 are 23.17ms,
23.07ms and 23.15ms, and the average SRTT values in
path 2 are 69.18ms, 68.98ms and 69.03ms. According to
these results, ECF is the best in terms of SRTT performance.
Fig. 7 (c) shows the distribution of packet SRTT of different
scheduling algorithms. QLE-DS does not achieve the low-
est round trip delay because our proposed algorithm mainly
focuses on improving the energy consumption for MPTCP
and the SRTT performance was sacrificed. This is due to
the relatively large energy consumption weight factor in
Eq. (12), which makes energy the most important evaluation
index.

Next, based on the model proposed in Section III, we
calculate the flow completion time of the three scheduling
algorithms when transmitting 5GB data, which simulates a
AR & VR video transmission in a 5G network. As shown
in Table IV, the flow completion time of QLE-DS is the
shortest, which means that our scheduling algorithm makes
fewer errors and achieves the highest transmission rate in
the same network conditions, in comparison with the other
solutions.

3) Energy Consumption Performance: Fig. 8 illustrates the
user battery energy when using QLE-DS, ECF and LRF
scheduling algorithms, respectively. As expected, the curves
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Fig. 8. Comparison of energy depletion.

show a decreasing trend, but they differ according to algo-
rithm energy efficiency performance. They show how QLE-DS
is superior to the other two algorithms in terms of energy con-
sumption. It can be seen how, when compared with ECF and
LRF, the energy decline rate of QLE-DS is slower and more
stable. In the energy consumption model presented in Eq. (4),
lower energy consumption indicates higher efficiency and bet-
ter scheduling of the algorithm. Therefore, although the energy
consumption is related to the inherent properties and conges-
tion level of each path, QLE-DS successfully gives priority
to allocating packets to paths with less energy consumption
in a changing environment. In contrast, ECF and LRF algo-
rithms achieve higher energy consumption in this multipath
scenario.

VI. CONCLUSION

This paper proposes a new MPTCP scheduling solution
based on reinforcement learning method to optimize energy
consumption. QLE-DS relies on the new designed coopera-
tive scheduling architecture and QLEC algorithm. QLE-DS
analyzes the impact of path capacity and data retransmis-
sion on energy consumption, and then estimates the real
situation of each path to reduce the flow completion time.
In addition, QLE-DS introduces a new quantum cluster-
ing method which helps transform multidimensional discrete
parameters into finite state ones. Moreover, we use the
critic network to cooperate with the scheduling results of
DASH. Based on the energy consumption evaluation and
definition model, QLE-DS adopts the solution of offline train-
ing and online decision-making, which is a compromise
solution, sacrificing the SRTT performance of data pack-
ets to meet the energy-aware design objectives. Simulation
results show that the proposed QLE-DS achieves improved
throughput, flow completion time and energy consumption
performance in comparison with two alternative scheduling
solutions. Future work will consider deploying our proposed
solution in an actual system and test it in real network
situations.
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